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Predictive maintenance is becoming increasingly important in the industry. Despite considerable advances in data
collection and data-driven models, there are still limitations when deploying models in practice. One of the main
limitations is the large datasets required to train these models. As a potential solution, transfer learning can be
used to reuse knowledge acquired from large datasets for similar tasks under different conditions. This paper in-
vestigates the transferability of the specific anomaly detection scenario, an unsupervised learning task with heavily
imbalanced label distribution. This paper uses a dataset generated from a bearing test platform in which bearings
are run until failure under different operating conditions. A lightweight deep learning model, MobileNetV2, is
employed to create a baseline model capable of detecting anomalies for a specific working condition. The model is
then adapted using transfer learning to identify anomalies under new operating conditions with limited data accu-
rately. The results show that the data for new conditions is insufficient to train an adequate model and that transfer
learning can overcome this limitation. The adapted models can detect anomalies before the expert’s knowledge
reference value. Although this shows that transfer learning can detect anomalies earlier, the results must be evalu-
ated carefully to avoid false positives. While anomaly detection aims to identify changes in feature distributions,
transfer learning aims to align different feature distributions. Transfer learning for unsupervised learning has rarely
been explored. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the few works addressing it in the context of predictive
maintenance for anomaly detection.

NOMENCLATURE

AD Anomaly Detection
AE Auto-Encoder
ANN Artificial Neural Network
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
CWRU Case Western Reserve University. Dataset

abbreviation, used as they areusually more
known by their abbreviation rather than the
full name.

IMS Intelligent Maintenance System. Dataset
abbreviation, idem.

LSTM Long Short-Term Memory Network
MNv2 MobileNetV2
PACS Photo-Art-Cartoon-Sketch. Dataset

abbreviation, idem.
PdM Predictive Maintenance
PHM Prognositcs and Health Management
RNN Recurrent Neural Networks
RPM Revolutions Per Minute
RUL Remaining Useful Life
SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent
SMLL Smart Maintenance Living Lab. Introduced

dataset by our research.
STFT Short-Time Fourier Transform
TL Transfer Learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Predictive maintenance (PdM) models of mechanical com-
ponents are crucial for Prognostics and Health Management
(PHM) within the industry. Accurate PdM models contribute
to quality, safety, maintenance scheduling, and cost reduc-
tion improvements. Anomaly detection (AD) most commonly
refers to the unsupervised task of detecting events that deviate
from normal operating conditions. This paper examines the
use of artificial neural networks and transfer learning on vibra-
tion data from bearings under different operating conditions
(speed changes) for anomaly detection. The methodology is
evaluated using the Smart Maintenance Living Lab (SMLL)
dataset by Flanders Make and imec.1

While deep learning techniques have been successfully used
for fault identification and classification, the application of
transfer learning (TL) in anomaly detection has been limited.
This fact is unsurprising given that AD is an inherently chal-
lenging task due to the frequent lack of ground truth and being
an imbalanced, unsupervised task. In addition, AD is, on its
own, responsible for detecting shifts in the data features that
correspond to unexpected behavior, while TL is responsible for
consolidating data with different feature distributions as nor-
mal behaviors. In other words, a straightforward AD approach
would label samples coming from new domains as anomalous.
Therefore, the challenge is finding a representation that maps
abundant information from the source to the sparse target do-
main for improved anomaly identification in both domains.

This paper is divided as follows: Section 2 reviews existing
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literature on PdM tasks using deep learning and transfer learn-
ing techniques, focusing on fault classification and anomaly
detection. Section 3 introduces the SMLL dataset. Section
4 outlines the methodology, which consists of the data pro-
cessing, the details on the baseline model, and how the model
is adapted to the different operational conditions. Section 5
presents the results and discussion of the results obtained in the
baseline and the transfer learning generalization performance.
Section 6 proposes future research work based on the insights
gained. Finally, section 7 presents the conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK

Physics-based and statistical models have previously been
used for the analysis of vibration signals of bearings for tasks
such as detecting degradation onset, fault detection and clas-
sification, and estimation remaining useful life (RUL).2 How-
ever, in recent years, deep learning techniques have gained at-
tention due to their improved performance, ability to discover
features from raw or lightly processed sensor data, capabil-
ity to model complex processes without prior domain knowl-
edge, and require minimal assumptions about feature distribu-
tions.2, 3 Moreover, deep learning models offer advantages in
transfer learning owing to their inherent ability to learn com-
plex representations that can be generalized across different
contexts. In addition, they possess high transferability across
considerably different tasks and have been proven to boost
generalization on new tasks when starting from a pre-trained
model.4

This section presents an overview of the deep learning lit-
erature concerning general PdM tasks. Subsequently, it gives
a literature review of transfer learning in the context of PdM.
Finally, it discusses the advantages of using lightweight deep
learning models.

2.1. Deep Learning in PdM Tasks
To solve PdM tasks, deep learning techniques, specifically

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), have been employed to
analyze raw time signals to predict different fault types of some
of the most popular bearing datasets, such as the Case Western
Reserve University (CWRU) and the Intelligent Maintenance
System (IMS) Bearing Dataset.5 However, using dense lay-
ers over temporal data is only possible with relatively small
time windows, as the dimensionality of the network increases
drastically with high sampling rates. Different approaches that
reduce the signal complexity can be used to solve this limita-
tion, such as representation learning or transformations of the
vibration signal.

Like dictionary learning, representation learning techniques
allow learning complex signals in reduced spaces via linear
combinations of prototype signals called atoms. These sparse
dictionary learning techniques have been combined with data
augmentation techniques for diagnosing planetary bearings.6

Alternatively, transforming vibration data from the time do-
main into the frequency domain allows for compact inputs and
can prevent the neural networks from being overparametrized.
Moreover, spectral representations remove the need to cor-
rectly detect and align the carrier signal’s peaks and the char-

acteristic frequency components, which would otherwise re-
quire the alignment to extract the correct features in the input
layer of the neural network. Spectrogram representations have
been used with feed-forward ANNs,7 self-organizing maps,8

and other deep learning architectures.9

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are an evident
model choice given the time and frequency relations between
adjacent samples. CNNs are characterized by their ability
to discover structural information in the data and are more
parameter-efficient than ANNs. CNN architectures have been
used over temporal data in many forms, such as the raw vibra-
tion signals10–12 and filtered and pre-processed signals.13 In
some cases, time series can be treated as a particular case of
two-dimensional convolutions, either by splitting a time win-
dow into segments and using each segment as a separate chan-
nel14 or by rearranging the segments and processing them as
two-dimensional images.5, 15 However, it is important to no-
tice that these approaches can be computationally expensive as
machines operate at high frequencies that must be represented
in large input vectors to be meaningful. Furthermore, the tem-
poral representation is sensible to the location of the peaks of
the carrier signal. This limitation can be alleviated by using
pooling operators to induce translation invariance. However,
this is only possible if there is a sufficient amount of pool-
ing layers, which may come at the expense of increased model
complexity.

In contrast, using the spectral representation, there are no
limitations concerning the carrier’s location and characteristic
frequency components. Another two-dimensional representa-
tion is the frequency spectrogram over time.16–18 The repre-
sentation used in their research aligns with the one selected in
this study. Other frequency-time representations, such as the
wavelet decomposition, have also proven successful.19–22 Fi-
nally, architectures focused on temporal relations, such as Re-
current Neural Networks (RNNs) and Long Short-term Mem-
ory (LSTM), are also used due to their inherent capacity to
learn from data with long-range temporal dependencies.23–27

These techniques can again be applied over temporal data or
temporal-frequency decomposition. The literature review gen-
erally points to a preference towards frequency representations
as they reduce the model’s complexity and can preserve the
vital information for correct diagnosis.

In specific PdM tasks, CNNs have been investigated for the
creation of health indexes, which are unit-less metrics that as-
sist in condition monitoring,28, 29 estimating remaining useful
life,14, 30, 31 fault classification,30, 32 as well as anomaly detec-
tion.24, 31 Furthermore, RNNs and LSTMs have been investi-
gated for remaining useful life estimation,23, 26, 33 fault classifi-
cation,25 as well as anomaly detection.24, 27 The field has con-
siderable interest, which has increased in recent years. More
extensive reviews can be found in recent field surveys.9

2.2. Transfer Learning in PdM Tasks

Transfer learning addresses problems in which the objec-
tive is reusing previously acquired knowledge for similar tasks.
The TL problem can be phrased as follows: (i) given a group
of Domains D, each domain contains a dataset with a given set
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of features; (ii) the features in each domain measure the same
properties or similar ones, but the distributions across domains
differ; and (iii) TL finds a way to leverage the common infor-
mation across domains to improve results on the task for any
given domain. Most commonly, TL is viewed as a problem
in which, for a first domain, there is a considerable amount of
(high quality) data, and the knowledge of this domain wants to
be applied to a new domain, where there is a limited amount
of data, and sometimes of lower quality. In other cases, it can
be seen as reusing a model trained to solve a specific task (e.g.,
image recognition) to solve a secondary task (e.g., semantic
segmentation).

Two common approaches in transfer learning for pre-trained
models are stacking and fine-tuning. In both methods, a neural
network is trained with a large amount of high-quality data
from the source domain. Afterward, this trained model is
adapted for a secondary task by stacking or fine-tuning. Stack-
ing is an approach in which a mid-layer output of the model is
used as the input of a new machine learning model. In fine-
tuning, the baseline model is further trained using the data
from the new domain while restricting weight adaptation to
the last few layers. Additionally, a third scenario exists, where
a small number of layers are appended after embedding extrac-
tion. Combined with a subset of the baseline model’s layers,
these are fine-tuned.

Large deep learning models, such as ResNet34 and Incep-
tionV3,35 were initially developed for image classification
tasks and trained on the Imagenet dataset,36 which consists
of real-world object images. However, the trained versions of
these models have been reused for different tasks with different
data representations. For example, fault classification of wind
turbine gearboxes using wavelet representation as inputs and
the pre-trained ResNet as feature map extraction;32 fault detec-
tion in photovoltaic plants using thermal images and the pre-
trained ResNet;37 and wear estimation of cutting tools based
on image inputs using pre-trained models such as ResNet, In-
ceptionV3 and AlexNet as basis for a fine-tuning approach.30

It is important to consider the validity of pre-trained weights
in these approaches, as they have been trained to recognize
objects in real-life images. However, this may not directly
translate to representations of spectrograms or other types of
images, such as the physical condition of mechanical compo-
nents.

Regardless of whether using real-life image-trained net-
works is a valid approach, a more common problem is the
transfer learning task within two predictive maintenance tasks.
This shift can occur in cases where the source and target cor-
respond to similar components with different specifications;10

the analysis of different fault types;38 or discrepancies in data
distributions of the same mechanical component due to sig-
nificant heterogeneity.27, 39 Overall, the coverage of studies on
transferal with the end goal of anomaly detection has been lim-
ited.

To the best of our knowledge, there are limited studies of
anomaly detection research in the context of transfer learn-
ing (AD-TL). One such work is presented by Michau et al.,40

where they detect anomalies in simulated engines operating
under different conditions from the Turbofan jet engine dataset

and faulty bearings from the CWRU dataset. Their approach
consists of input alignment using adversarial deep learning.
The main advantage of their method is the possibility of do-
ing the transferal in an unsupervised way, removing the need
to collect labels in the target. Their results point to an accu-
racy of up to 100%. However, the authors specify that this is
only achievable if the number of source and target data points
is the same. There is a considerable imbalance between source
and target domains in many transfer scenarios, including those
presented in this paper.

Another example of AD-TL uses Siamese networks in im-
age recognition tasks.41 Their research is conducted on hy-
perspectral images, and the end goal is to detect pixel anoma-
lies over satellite pictures. To achieve this, the deep learning
model is trained in a self-supervised approach in which random
pixels are evaluated as originating from the same image. The
pixels of a figure are compared against their neighbors to de-
tect anomalies, and a likelihood score is obtained through the
Siamese network. This approach does not apply to the present
research as spectrograms are not translation invariant like real-
world images.

Compared to previous work, the task of AD-TL in the con-
text of PdM presents the following differences: Due to the
costs associated with generating samples, (i) source datasets
tend to be considerably smaller than those seen in other do-
mains such as image classification; and (ii) the ratio of sam-
ples between source and target domain is heavily imbalanced.
Traditional TL benchmarks have more balanced ratios between
source and target domains. For example, in the office dataset,
the ratios range between 1.87 to 6.59;42 for the extended office-
Home dataset, the ratios are close to 143, and for the Photo-
Art-Cartoon-Sketch (PACS) dataset the ratios range from 1.14
to 2.35.44 In the presented Smart Maintenance Living Lab
(SMLL) dataset, the ratio ranges from 8.6 to 21.6, meaning less
data is available for each target domain. Finally, (iii) there is
considerable heterogeneity in the source domain, which makes
non-TL tasks already hard to generalize, as it has been exten-
sively reported in similar datasets such as Pronostia,45 IMS46

as well as SMLL.47 Although this last issue can also be the case
in image classification tasks, there is no clear way of compar-
ing degrees of heterogeneity for this purpose.

So far, the works of TL applied to the domain of PdM have
been limited and, when available, have focused on the super-
vised fault classification task. Other areas, such as RUL (super-
vised regression) and AD (unsupervised), which are inherently
more challenging, have received limited attention in TL re-
search. The authors consider that this may be due to the limited
number of large datasets for training reliable baseline models
and the challenge posed in detecting anomalies or predicting
RUL in inherently dissimilar datasets.

2.3. Lightweight Models and MobileNet

Since the middle of the 2010s, and with the advent of suc-
cessful deep learning models, the case has been made in fa-
vor of lightweight deep learning. Although no formal def-
inition exists for a lightweight model, it is often presented
as an optimization for well-known large deep-learning mod-
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els. The growing interest in lighter models comes from the
fact that a lower number of parameters reduces training and
inference time. Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated
that smaller models can increase performance and generaliza-
tion. For example, when LeNet-5 was first introduced in 1995,
it consisted of 1 million parameters and was the cornerstone
in character recognition.48 Progress over the following years
would be mainly achieved by increasing the network size. In
2014, VGG-16 was introduced49; it consisted of 138 million
parameters and was, at its time, the best-performing model for
the ImageNet dataset. Others quickly outperformed the model,
such as ResNet in 2015 with 60 million34 and SimpleNet in
2016 with only 6.4 million parameters.50 This highlights the
trend of reducing the number of parameters by improving the
architecture rather than increasing the number of parameters.

The concept of lightweight has been addressed in regards to
different aspects, such as reducing the number of parameters
of well-known models by pruning the weights51, 52, compress-
ing the model weights by using hashing functions43, reduc-
ing the numerical precision of the learned weights53, among
other techniques.54 However, most of these approaches focus
on reducing inference time after training a large network. In
contrast, different approaches have focused on creating archi-
tectures that are also easy to train, such as SqueezeNet,55 Sim-
plenet,50 NASNet56 and the Mobile Networks (MobileNet).57

This work focuses on using MobileNets, although other archi-
tectures could be considered for the same methodology pre-
sented here. MobileNets are a family of architectures that
enable computer vision applications for mobile devices. To
achieve this, the architectures use a considerably lower number
of parameters and replace the standard convolutional operator
with a depth-wise separable convolution. Separable convolu-
tions are notorious for enabling a reduced number of multi-
plications while still performing in pairs with state-of-the-art
models for object detection.

The use of lightweight models in PdM is relevant to today’s
industrial applications as it allows monitoring equipment on
edge devices without the need for GPUs. Recent research has
proven its advantage over large deep-learning models in PdM
tasks. For example, a MobileNet V2 architecture was extended
to include a channel attention mechanism and proved success-
ful in the fault-bearing diagnosis of the CWRU dataset.58 Their
results proved to be more accurate (80.60%) and faster than
deep architectures such as AlexNet and Res-Net-50 with ac-
curacies of 58.6% and 78.78%, respectively. In addition, the
model reduction is smaller in memory and has faster inference
times. Other publications have achieved even higher perfor-
mance on the CWRU dataset using an earlier version of the net-
work, namely the MobileNet V1, with an accuracy of 96%.59

Some approaches have also considered lightweight models in
combination with weight pruning. For example, the MobileNet
V2 with weight pruning was evaluated for bearing fault diag-
nosis under different degrees of sparsity. Their study found a
minimal decrease in the model’s accuracy despite considerable
pruning; in fact, a moderate amount of pruning proved to give
the best results.60 Their results compare the diagnosis using
LeNet-5, 98.74%, against the original MobileNet V2, 99.58%,
and MobileNet V2 with a sparsity of 0.3, 98.95%. The dataset

Table 1. Model comparison across popular deep learning architectures. Pa-
rameters and Multiply-Add Accumulate (MACC) are reported based on the re-
spective benchmarks while inferring for the ImageNet dataset. For the model
presented here no estimation of the MACC is provided as it is not intended to
be used with ImageNet and input size is a crucial parameter for determining
the number of parameters and required computations.

Network Year Parameters MACC
AlexNet50 2012 60.97 M 7.27 G
VGG1650 2014 138.36 M 154.7 G
ResNet-15250 2015 60.19 M 11.3 G
SimpleNet50 2016 6.4 M 1.9 G
SqueezeNet50 2016 1.25 M 861 M
NASNet-A (4@1056)56 2017 5.3 M 564 M
NASNet-A (3@960)56 2017 4.9 M 558 M
MobileNet V2 1.064 2018 3.4 M 300 M
MobileNet V2 0.3564 2018 1.6 M 59.2 M
MobileNet V3 Large 1.064 2019 5.4 M 219 M
MobileNet V3 Large 0.7564 2019 4.0 M 155 M
MobileNet V3 Small 1.064 2019 2.5 M 56 M
MobileNet V3 Small 0.7564 2019 2 M 44 M
Mini MobileNet V2 (ours) - 26 K NA

used is collected by themselves. Therefore, the results can-
not be compared to other benchmarks. These results show that
light models are well suited for PdM tasks, provide consider-
able benefits for real applications that require low computation,
and, in some cases, provide better results than standard models.

To the best of our knowledge, transfer learning using Mo-
bileNets has only been used in the context of image recogni-
tion tasks. For example, for evaluation of asphalt quality,61 or
steel frames’ damage.62 The pre-trained MobileNet uses the
real ImageNet dataset, and as discussed in Section 2.2, these
weights should not be expected to provide any information
for downstream tasks that use representations such as spectro-
gram. Due to this, the authors considered that there is limited
work on using MobileNet for spectrogram analysis.

Finally, Table 1 compares the number of parameters and
computational complexity for popular image recognition mod-
els. Figure 1 visually compares different models’ performance
in the ImageNet classification task. Notice that the selected ar-
chitecture for this paper, namely the MobileNet v2, is a high-
speed and compact model, and it forms part of the Pareto front
for optimal model selection. For a broader array of more re-
cent image recognition models, a comprehensive survey can
be found in the work by Bianco et al.,63 although it mainly
includes models with even higher complexity. Importantly, it
must be emphasized that these comparisons serve as reference
points and may not directly indicate the most suitable model
choice for either anomaly detection or transfer learning.

3. SMART MAINTENANCE LAB DATASET

The Smart Maintenance Living Lab (SMLL) is an open test
research platform that aims to support the adoption of con-
dition monitoring technologies.1 The platform consists of a
fleet of seven identical drive-train setups that perform acceler-
ated lifetime tests on FAG 6205 bearings. The fleet offers two
advantages: first, it allows faster data collection; and second,
since identical drive-train systems can have variability, it pro-
vides the opportunity for training and evaluating robust mod-
els.1, 66 The data is rich in the variety of operating conditions,
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Figure 1. Top-1 accuracy vs. operations (inference) and network size for
selected architectures. The size of the blobs is proportional to the number of
network parameters. Figure by Canziani et al.65

such as speed and loads, in addition to speed changes while op-
erating. This fact is a considerable improvement against most
available benchmarks, which tend to be limited to a dozen or
fewer tests and, in most cases, have a limited number of oper-
ating conditions.

As of the time of writing, the SMLL dataset 1 consists of
145 bearing tests. However, data collection is ongoing.

3.1. Data Collection
Tests are performed under different speeds, loads, and initial

conditions. These variations are meant to represent different
possible operating conditions. The speed of a test can either
be constant or follow a saw-tooth profile. Constant speeds are
set to a fixed value between 1500 and 2100 rpm. The speed
varies from 1000 rpm to 2000 rpm in the saw-tooth profiles.
The test starts at a speed of 1000 rpm and is increased in steps
of 100 rpm. Each speed is kept constant for 60 s, and once the
speed reaches 2000 rpm, the speed is set back to 1000 rpm.
The saw-tooth profile tests were captured to obtain more vari-
ability in the data for each test. The load of the tests is fixed
to a value between 8 and 9 kN. Finally, the initial condition
indicates whether the bearing is indented at the start of the
test. The indentations of the bearings are meant to acceler-
ate degradation. The indentations are done in the inner race
using a Rockwell C hardness tester and have diameters within
400± 25µm. These indents are small enough that the bearing
can be considered healthy at the beginning of the test but sig-
nificant enough to guarantee that the degradation onset occurs
within a few hours. Notice that the assumption here is that in-
dented bearings behave as healthy bearings at the beginning of
the test. However, it is important to mention that already clear
differences exist in the spectrogram content. Despite this, there
is a considerable long steady state in which the vibration pro-
file does not change, indicating no further degradation on the
bearing. The outcomes of each test are also reported, which
can be either that the bearing remains healthy or damage is de-
tected. Each report contains information concerning the condi-
tion of the bearing components, in addition to a report of events

1Dataset is available upon request at Flanders Make website
https://www.flandersmake.be/en/datasets

Table 2. Sample size in hours of recording for each speed.

Speed Train Evaluation Domain
1000 2.3 h 4.2 h Source
1100 2.5 h 4.6 h Target
1200 2.6 h 4.6 h Target
1300 2.5 h 4.7 h Target
1400 2.5 h 4.7 h Target
1500 2.5 h 4.6 h Target
1600 2.5 h 4.6 h Target
1700 2.4 h 4.6 h Target
1800 2.4 h 4.6 h Target
1900 2.4 h 4.6 h Target
2000 48.3 h 154.2 h Source

during the tests and photos of the end condition of the rolling
elements, rings, and axles of the setup.

Tests are conducted using vibration sensors. The vibration
signal is sampled at 50 kHz. In early tests, a sample was col-
lected every 10 s, while the samples were collected every sec-
ond for later trials. Most of the tests correspond to the second
case.

The stop condition differs depending on whether the bear-
ing is indented or not. In the case of unindented bearings, this
is defined as the moment when the temperature stabilizes and
at least two hours have passed. Unindented bearings are gen-
erally not expected to fail as their expected lifetime exceeds
the testing period. During the evaluation of these bearings, no
anomalies were reported, and no damage was found during the
examination of their conditions. For the indented bearings, the
stop condition is when the peak vibrations reach a magnitude
of 20 g. This condition is not reached for a small number of
bearings, and tests are stopped after a few hours. These bear-
ings undergo degradation, and anomalies are reported, but the
tests had to be prematurely stopped for safety reasons.

Figure 2 shows examples of damaged bearings after the ac-
celerated life tests.

3.2. Source and Target Datasets
This research focuses on anomaly detection under the trans-

fer between different operating conditions. The scenario in-
volves training an anomaly detection algorithm to perform well
at a specific speed and exploring its performance under a dif-
ferent speed with limited sample availability. In this research,
the evaluation focuses solely on tests conducted with a load of
9 kN, as it is the load with more speed-varying data available.
The source domain corresponds to the configurations with a
load of 9 kN and speeds of 1000 and 2000 rpm, which corre-
spond to the minimum and maximum operational speeds. The
source dataset contains both indented and non-indented bear-
ings. The target dataset corresponds to tests with a load of
9 kN and speeds between 1000 and 2000 rpm so that the trans-
fer learning step corresponds to a speed interpolation. Table 2
summarizes each speed’s recorded hours.

The source dataset consists of 72 bearing recordings, of
which 64 are tests performed with a load of 9 kN and 2000 rpm,
and eight are tests performed with the saw-tooth speed pattern.
From this data, 13 bearings are used as validation data for pa-
rameter tuning and prevention of overfitting. From the saw-
tooth speed profile recordings, only the segments at the lowest
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Details of the bearings’ condition before and after testing. a) Bear-
ing A7 with a small indentation to induce accelerated degradation. The inden-
tation is located at the inner race and has a diameter of approximately 400 ±
25 µm; b) Bearing A43 with a moderate amount of damage after the test; c)
Bearing A47 with extensive damage after the test. For reference, the inner race
diameter of the FAG 6205 is 25 mm.

Table 3. Summary of the dataset and experiment conditions.

Dataset
Source Target

Bearing type FAG 6205-C-TVH

Initial condition
- Healthy

- Indented (400 ± 25 µm)

Stop condition
- Healthy: 2 hrs after stable temperature
- Indented: Vibrations exceeding 20 g
or after several hours without failure.

Sampling rate 50 kHz
Acquisition
frequency

- Every second
- Every 10 seconds

Speed pattern
- Fixed

- Sawtooth
- Sawtooth

Operating speeds
(rpm)

1000, 2000
1100, 1200, 1300
1400, 1500, 1600
1700, 1800, 1900

Operating load 2 kN
Number of
tests

- Fixed speed: 64
- Sawtooth profile: 8

- Fixed speed: 0
- Sawtooth profile: 14

speed (1000 rpm) are used as part of the source dataset.
The target dataset consists of 14 bearing recordings, all with

a saw-tooth speed profile. From these, eight correspond to the
same bearings in the source dataset but for the segments where
the speed differs from 1000 or 2000 rpm. In addition, six com-
pletely separated tests are included. Table 3 summarizes the
source and target datasets.

4. METHODOLOGY

4.1. Spectrograms and Mel Spectrograms
The vibration signals are transformed into spectrograms us-

ing the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and log transfor-
mation to obtain the mel spectrogram. A spectrogram rep-
resents the frequency content over time for a given signal.
The mel spectrogram converts a logarithmic scale to the high
frequencies while preserving a linear scale for the lower fre-
quencies. The mel spectrogram representation reduces the fre-
quency components to a defined number of mel-frequencies.
After initial tests, the mel spectrogram representation was pre-
ferred due to its compressed frequency dimension, as most
faults are found within the low-frequency range. In general, re-
ducing the number of input features allows deep learning mod-
els to require fewer parameters. Figure 3 shows an example of
the signal in time and the two frequency representations. Fi-
nally, the log mel energy of the spectrogram is calculated and
used as the features. Notice that in the mel spectrogram repre-
sentation, the higher contrast between adjacent frequencies is
due to the logarithmic scaling.

4.2. Anomaly Detection
This research aims to train models that can detect anomalies,

specifically the first anomaly during a test, which often corre-
sponds to the degradation onset. This fact can be beneficial for
predictive maintenance tasks, such as better Remaining Use-
ful Life (RUL) estimations and optimizing maintenance sched-
ules. The AD task must be unsupervised, meaning no labeling
should be assumed. To accomplish the task, the models are
trained to predict the operating speed over healthy data, or in
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Figure 3. Vibration signal in time and its representations as spectrogram and
mel spectrogram.

the case of indented bearings, the beginning of the test, which
can be considered healthy. When bearings start to degrade, the
models will predict erroneous speeds as this is unseen data.
The difference between the predicted speed value and the ac-
tual speed can be seen as a health indicator that can be used
for AD. This approach is similar to the more commonly used
auto-encoder (AE) method in which the original signal is com-
pressed and later reconstructed. In the AE case, unseen inputs
propagate as data points distant from the embedding centroids,
which in turn causes significant reconstruction errors. Analo-
gously, the difference between the predicted and actual speeds
is used instead. Although data labels are used to train the net-
work, anomaly detection remains unsupervised as no informa-
tion about these events is provided during training.

The target of the neural network corresponds to the min-
max normalized speed value. In the baseline model, this cor-
responds to either 0.5 for 1000 rpm or 1 for 2000 rpm. For the
target domain, the speeds are between 0.5 and 1.

To detect anomalies, an error threshold needs to be defined.
In supervised AD, this is achieved by optimizing a threshold
value using the labeled example. For example, thresholds can
be defined based on a percentile of the reconstruction error
over several complete tests, e.g., 95% of the upper value, or
based on visual examination of the temporal trends of the re-
construction error. Other options for the supervised scenario
can use asymmetric cost functions that enforce greater impor-
tance on correctly classifying anomalies. Due to the nature of
this research, supervised approaches to determine the thresh-
old cannot be used; instead, the threshold is defined in an on-
line approach. The threshold is defined for each test based on
the reconstruction error over the training period or the first 25
minutes for hold-out test bearings. The threshold is defined as
the sum of the 95th percentile (P95) plus the 10th percentile
(P10). The P95 value was selected to avoid outliers that may
occur during the startup period of the test.

4.3. MobileNet V2
All models follow the MobileNetV2 (MNv2) architecture.67

This architecture uses depth-wise separable convolutions and
connected residuals over the bottlenecks, allowing inducing
meaningful representations. The key component of MNv2 is
the bottleneck unit presented in Fig. 4. Each bottleneck unit
consists of three sub-units: an expansion layer that extracts

Figure 4. Bottleneck units of the MNv2 are composed of three stages, namely
an expansion, a separable convolution and a compression stage (projection and
element-wise addition).

features from the input, expanding the input to a given num-
ber of filters defined by the expansion parameter; a depth-wise
convolution layer that convolves each of the expanded outputs
separately; and a projection layer that reduces redundant infor-
mation. This architecture is selected due to its fast training and
successful use in image classification tasks.

The original MNv2 model is trained to recognize real-life
images.67 However, the problem at hand uses spectrograms
as input images to the network, and instead, the weights were
initialized randomly. In some cases, MNv2 or similar archi-
tectures are reused using the weights learned from training on
imagenet.16 This is an essential difference as we consider that
the patterns generated by the convolutional filters are likely
to differ between real-life images and spectrograms. Finally,
the original MobileNetV2 consists of approximately 3,400,000
parameters, with differences depending on the selected width
parameter. The many parameters allow MobileNetV2 to learn
a broad range of images; however, the dataset at hand is con-
siderably smaller than image recognition datasets. To improve
training time and generalization performance, a smaller ver-
sion of the MobileNetV2 architecture is used; this consists of
a lower number of layers and less convolutional kernels. The
proposed architecture consists of approximately 26,000 param-
eters. Table 4 describes the architecture, where each bottleneck
corresponds to a 3-layer unit as illustrated in Fig. 4. Notice that
the column n corresponds to the number of units, which in this
case is kept constant to 1, whereas the original MobileNetV2
uses multiple blocks consecutively.
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Table 4. Reduced MNv2 architecture. Here c corresponds to the number of
channels, n the number of times the given layer is repeated, and s the stride.

Operator c n s
Conv2D (3×3) 16 1 2
Bottleneck 32 1 1
Bottleneck 64 1 1
Bottleneck 64 1 1
Conv2D (3×3) 128 1 1
Global Avg. Pooling - 1 -
Dense - 1 -

Table 5. Grid search parameters.

Parameter Range
Optimizer Batch size 64, 128, 256
parameter Learning rate 0.01, 0.005, 0.001

4.4. Baseline Model
The baseline model is an MNv2 model trained to achieve

high efficiency in the source domain, specifically the tests per-
formed at 1000 and 2000 rpm. For each test, only the first
35% of the samples are used for training or validation, with a
maximum of 2000 samples. This segmentation is based on the
assumption that indented bearings can be considered healthy
during this period. The same assumption also applies to unin-
dented bearings, although considering the slow degradation
process, it would be reasonable to assume an even longer pe-
riod. However, this is not considered in the current work.
Based on this segmentation, the remaining samples in a run are
used as test data, with a limited degree of information leakage
due to serial correlation.

The optimizer used is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
with learning decay and early stop to prevent overfitting. The
optimizer’s parameters and data input representation are se-
lected using grid search over the ranges shown in Tables 5 and
6, respectively. The selection is based on repeated 5-fold hold-
out validation. The best parameters are a batch size of 128,
a learning rate of 0.001, a temporal width of 49, and 64 mel
frequencies. It is worth noting that the differences in data rep-
resentation (Table 6) and the batch size had a negligible effect.

4.5. Transfer Learning by Fine-tuning
The fine-tuned model uses the embedding layer after the

global average pooling of the baseline model (see Table 4),
followed by a dense layer of 64 units with ReLU activation.
The baseline model is fine-tuned using the target domain data,
obtaining an adapted model for each new target speed. The
models are trained using backpropagation with the same pa-
rameters as the baseline model. For this purpose, 11 bearings
are used for training and 3 for validation, followed by a split
of 78% for training and 22% for validation. Similar to the
training of the baseline model, only the first 35% of run sam-
ples (up to a maximum of 2000 samples) are used for training,
while evaluation is carried over the rest of the run. The fine-
tuning uses the best hyperparameters found while tuning the

Table 6. Data representation parameters.

Parameter Range
Data Temporal width (data points) 49, 98
parameter Spectral width (Mel frequencys) 64, 128, 256

Figure 5. The 5-Fold validation curve for the best parameters found.

baseline model, employing SGD as an optimizer with learning
decay and early stop.

5. RESULTS

This section presents the results of the baseline model and
the transfer learning. The task is to detect the first occurrence
of an anomaly, typically associated with the onset of degra-
dation. However, the tests are run until a stop condition is
reached, and there is no way to determine when this occurs.
A subset of bearing tests was manually inspected, and experts
labeled the time at which degradation starts based on the vibra-
tion magnitude. There are nine bearings with available times-
tamps. In addition, a final report is available for each bearing
where the final conditions and type of failure are specified.

The first evaluation concerns the time difference between
the predicted first anomaly and the reported label. In gen-
eral, it is a good sign if the model detects anomalies before
the time labeled by the experts as this would point towards
above expert knowledge capabilities. However, this can easily
be obtained by reporting anomalies since the beginning of the
test, which would be evident false positives. There is no exact
way of determining this time limit for the current experiments.
Therefore, these values need to be assessed with some reserva-
tions. Equation (1) shows the formula for the percentage dif-
ference (percerror), given the anomaly detection time (td), the
expert’s reference (tr) and the total length of the experiment
(Tt). Here, positive values correspond to detections ahead of
time, and negative values correspond to delayed detections.

percerror = 100x(td − tr)/Tt. (1)

The second evaluation concerns the state at the end of the
test, which can be either damaged or healthy, and is based on
the end test report. For this evaluation, the accuracy, precision,
and recall are reported. The formulas for accuracy, precision,
and recall are shown in Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), respectively. In
these cases, the true positives are anomalies correctly detected,
and the abbreviations are as follows: true positives (TP), true
negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN).

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
; (2)
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Table 7. Baseline results, showing the difference between the anomaly detec-
tion and the reference timestamp.

Bearing Total Reference First Diff. % Diff. Abs
duration detection % diff.

(s) (s) (s)
A83 7 930 7 100 7 090 10 0.14 0.14
A84 35 538 33 478 28 608 4 870 14.55 14.55

Figure 6. Normalized speed predictions for indented bearing A83. The
anomaly is correctly detected in the proximity of the reference timestamp.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
; (3)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
. (4)

5.1. Baseline Model Performance
Table 7 presents the results for the first anomaly detected

against the expert’s reference. For the two bearings with avail-
able labels, A83 and A84, the anomalies are detected with a
delay of 50 s and ahead by 4870 s (81 min), respectively. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 show the results for bearing A83, and Figs. 8 and 9
for bearing A84. The labeled anomaly corresponds to the sud-
den increase in the prediction error. The detection threshold
was not tuned as this would require observing the error rates of
the bearings after the training phase, which would defeat the
purpose of making a fast-transferable approach. Notice that
the missing data points for bearing A84 correspond to periods
in which the machine was stopped.

Table 8 summarizes the results of the final bearing condition
evaluation. The obtained accuracy is 98%, with only one out
of 18 healthy bearings being classified as abnormal, namely a
precision of (P=94.4%), a perfect recall (R=1), and no false
negatives (FN=0). Figure 10 shows the target and predictions

Figure 7. Mean error and first reported anomaly for indented bearing A83.
The anomaly is reported when the prediction error surpasses the threshold.

Figure 8. Normalized speed predictions for indented bearing A84. The
anomaly is correctly detected in the proximity of the reference timestamp.

Figure 9. Mean error and first reported anomaly for indented bearing A84.
The anomaly is reported when the prediction error surpasses the threshold.

for an unindented bearing that does not fail during the test.
Figure 11 shows the predictions against the selected threshold;
the prediction error never surpasses the threshold. In summary,
this indicates that the baseline model has an excellent sensibil-
ity for detecting anomalies and that, in no instance, it causes
false positives.

5.2. Transfer Learning Performance
After demonstrating the effectiveness of the baseline model

in identifying vibration patterns to diagnose the bearing condi-
tion, the TL, by fine-tuning is evaluated. Table 9 presents the
results after training for the validation data, corresponding to
the test’s beginning for three hold-out bearings. The results in-
dicate how well the model is adapted to the target data over pre-
viously unseen data. The TL advantage is evident as the error
estimation is one order of magnitude smaller than the baseline
reference. Interestingly, the errors obtained for the model that
only uses the target data are more significant than the baseline.
This fact indicates an underfit scenario, most likely due to in-
sufficient training data. The expected result is that the baseline
model will be more likely to predict false positives, whereas
the model trained with only the target data will be unable to
detect anomalies.

The transfer learning models can detect anomalies ahead of
time or with a slight delay concerning the reference value. Ta-
ble 10 summarizes the results and compares them against the
baseline, which is the model without fine-tuning. The results

Table 8. Confusion matrix of the baseline model.

Predicted
Anomaly Healthy

Actual
Anomaly 100% 0%
Healthy 2.22% 97.77%
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Figure 10. Normalized speed predictions for unindented bearing A106.

Figure 11. Mean error for unindented bearing A106. The threshold is not
surpassed, hence no anomaly is reported.

from the baseline trained using only the target data are not pre-
sented as these models failed to detect the anomaly in all cases.
Notably, the baseline model tends to predict anomalies consid-
erably ahead of the reference, attributed to significant predic-
tion errors due to the new operating condition being unseen
during the model’s training. Whether this is a false positive or
better performance is challenging to assess as bearings are only
visually inspected at the end of the test. The models trained
using only the training target data underfit and failed to detect
anomalies due to insufficient target speed data.

Concerning the result, both the baseline model and the
adapted model can detect anomalies in all 14 indented bearings
before the end of the test (This corresponds to an accuracy of
100% and a precision of 100%. Note, however, that TN and
FN are not defined as no healthy bearings are evaluated in the
transferred models). This fact indicates the robustness and ef-
fectiveness of the models in identifying anomalies. However,
the validation results presented in Table 9 demonstrate the su-
periority of the TL approach. TL models have smaller val-
idation errors for the target conditions, and their predictions

Table 9. Validation results (mean absolute error) for each model over all the
folds for the validation data.

Target speed Baseline Only Target Transfer learning
1100 0.188 ± 0.016 0.179 ± 0.196 0.028 ± 0.015
1200 0.137 ± 0.076 0.485 ± 0.066 0.013 ± 0.003
1300 0.208 ± 0.069 0.439 ± 0.199 0.013 ± 0.002
1400 0.071 ± 0.015 0.451 ± 0.214 0.019 ± 0.005
1500 0.096 ± 0.019 0.498 ± 0.156 0.019 ± 0.008
1600 0.190 ± 0.100 0.706 ± 0.014 0.021 ± 0.005
1700 0.129 ± 0.080 0.636 ± 0.097 0.021 ± 0.005
1800 0.222 ± 0.190 0.706 ± 0.126 0.015 ± 0.004
1900 0.245 ± 0.081 0.886 ± 0.110 0.015 ± 0.006
Mean 0.165 0.554 0.018

are closer to the expert’s reference. In summary, the TL mod-
els outperform both the baseline and target-only models. This
highlights the value of leveraging the knowledge learned from
the abundant source domain to improve the anomaly detection
performance in the target domains.

5.3. Discussion

In contrast to many other studies in the field where mod-
els are evaluated based on their ability to classify faulty and
healthy samples accurately, this research approached the chal-
lenge of online anomaly detection by precisely determining the
first anomaly’s occurrence time. Therefore, rather than focus-
ing on accuracy or precision, the performance focused on the
time delay or overhead of detecting a single anomaly per bear-
ing. This emphasis was chosen due to the critical nature of
detecting the initial anomaly in numerous real-world applica-
tions, as it often signifies machinery failure or marks the onset
of degradation in the context of bearings. Extra anomalies de-
tected afterward can also be informative, but they may be triv-
ial to notice or be reported too late to be useful for decision-
making. In addition, a practical consideration when deploying
monitoring solutions is the reactive actions that must be taken.
To obtain more robust results, one could also consider training
models to optimize the precision or recall of the models based
on the cost of decision-making, where the false positives and
false negatives incur specific expenses, and the end goal is to
reduce their respective risks. For example, as shown in Table
10, the baseline models are incurring considerable false posi-
tives. In contrast, the transferred models incur false negatives
shortly after detection (less than 6 minutes) in three cases. Ex-
pert knowledge can be used to select the most convenient trade-
off between both metrics.

The transferal challenge investigated concerns scenarios
with limited data in the target domain. The presented TL model
uses a small fraction of data, which, combined with a small ar-
chitecture, allows training a model within minutes. This means
the models can be effectively adapted and deployed to monitor
a new bearing. Notice that only the first 35% samples are used
under a highly imbalanced transferal scenario. Due to the lim-
ited number of available labeled bearings, data from within a
run was used to train the baseline and the transferal models. As
previously mentioned, this can lead to a small degree of infor-
mation leakage due to samples from the training and validation
being temporally correlated with the test data.

Further reducing the train margin (below 35%) could make
the evaluation more rigorous. Notice that results were also pre-
sented for hold-out tests to demonstrate that the generalization
is valid over unseen bearings, where no information leakage
occurs. As more data becomes available, a more detailed eval-
uation can be done to measure correct generalization or a more
rigorous assessment using repeated cross-validation. Overall,
this shows how the presented methodology can be trained and
adapted easily in real settings, as it would only require a few
minutes of incoming data to be adapted to previously unseen
conditions.

An important caveat to address concerns the model selec-
tion approach. As explained in Section 4.4, the best model
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Table 10. Results for transfer learning. The reference corresponds to the annotations made by experts. Positive differences correspond to detections ahead of the
reference whereas negative differences correspond to delayed detections.

Baseline Transfer learning

Bearing
Total

duration
Reference

First
detection

Difference Abs Pct Diff
First

detection
Difference Abs Pct Diff

A146 28261 28031 11540 16491 58.35 15120 12911 45.68
A148 8670 6760 7400 -640 7.38 7100 -340 3.92
A150 12370 10150 6000 4150 33.55 4630 5520 44.62
A151 18320 18280 8940 9340 50.98 11890 6390 34.88
A154 7680 5940 4620 1320 17.19 5990 -50 0.65
A155 23051 20681 8580 12101 52.50 20951 -270 1.17
A156 44412 42162 25741 16421 36.97 28251 13911 31.32
A158 19821 19821 7260 12561 63.37 10630 9191 46.37
Mean 38.19 26.08

is selected based on the mean absolute error of predicting the
operational speed. This optimization procedure does not nec-
essarily correspond to finding the best model for anomaly de-
tection. Neither does it imply the reported error rate is more
reliable. The reported error is not a parameterized value and
cannot be compared across models. In other words, we can
only rely on the changes in the prediction error, but the magni-
tudes reported by different models are not comparable as these
are not distance metrics. In addition, research has empirically
shown that models trained to perform better on a given task
may lead to underperforming transferable models.68 At this
point, this is still an open question that is still being researched
in the field, and that should be considered in future research.

Finally, the presented work used the minimum and maxi-
mum speeds for the baseline models. However, other speed
combinations are possible. The current example demonstrates
a case of interpolation, where the new speeds are within the
seen data. Extrapolation scenarios where the speeds are out-
side of the range can also be addressed following this method-
ology. However, in Table 2, the sample size for tests with a
speed different than 2000 rpm is considerably smaller.

6. FUTURE WORK

After this study, some future research tracks are proposed as
follows:

1. Basis function decompositions. One of the crucial steps in
PdM tasks is the preferred data representations. This re-
search chose the mel spectrogram due to its compact rep-
resentation. However, other spectral models could be con-
sidered and evaluated. For example, wavelet and chirplet
transforms can generate multi-resolution representations
in frequency and time, which could benefit from richer
features and allow anomaly detection at a more fine-
grained time resolution. Furthermore, different families
of basis functions can enhance the expected patterns. In
this case, the vibration patterns of healthy bearings can
be described by wavelets such as Daubechies and Morlet,
which can be improved using these basis functions. Re-
cent works have shown ways of learning basis functions
and their parameters via deep learning69 in the context of
condition monitoring.

2. Data augmentation. Early work in this research used
data augmentation techniques from SpecAugment,70 fre-
quency masking, and time masking to improve the valida-

tion error of the baseline model. This proved to be effec-
tive. However, the obtained robustness was such that the
model could correctly identify the operational speed even
if the signal was considerably distorted due to degrada-
tion. Data augmentation has proven extremely useful in
training deep learning models and should also be consid-
ered in the context of transfer learning. Some methods
that should be considered include data transformations6

and generative approaches.71 Furthermore, modifying the
objective function of the presented baseline model could
allow the SpecAugment to be used, for example, by find-
ing structures using self-supervised learning instead of su-
pervised learning.

3. Transfer learning for specific scenarios. Transfer learn-
ing has gained much attention in more specialized meth-
ods in recent years. This work presented a classical fine-
tuning approach, which has become a common standard
due to its ease of deployment. However, it is only suited
for supervised scenarios in which a sufficient amount of
labeled data exists. More recent approaches that could
be investigated and are relevant for industrial applications
include adversarial learning for self-supervised or unsu-
pervised transfer72, few-shot learning for anomaly detec-
tion for scenarios where few labels are available in the
target domain73, and the integration of explainability for
TL-AD.74

4. Advanced architectures. Finally, more recent lightweight
architectures could be considered, such as Mo-
bileNetV364 and EfficientNet75. However, as discussed
in this research, efficiency in a pre-trained task does not
guarantee the best results for transfer learning.

7. CONCLUSION

This study presented the successful implementation of a
transfer learning approach to adapt a neural network for bear-
ing diagnosis under new operating conditions. The transfer-
ability was evaluated on a selected number of runs whose vi-
bration signals were carefully inspected, and the bearings’ out-
comes were assessed after the tests. The objective was the
identification of anomalies in an unsupervised way, meaning
no labels were provided for these events.

The results showed that the baseline model trained only on
the source data has a high accuracy for anomaly detection in
the source domain (accuracy 98% and precision 94.4%) and
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that the adapted models derived from it can learn the new op-
erating conditions with limited samples. It was found that the
baseline model trained with the source domain and the adapted
model could detect all the anomalies in the target domain (ac-
curacy 100% and precision 100%). In contrast, the model
trained using the target domain data had insufficient informa-
tion and was underfitted, causing it to be unable to detect any
of the anomalies (0% accuracy).

When comparing the detection precision, it was found that
the adapted models provided predictions more in line with
the experts’ knowledge. An absolute percentage difference
of 26.08% was obtained for the adapted models and 38.19%
for the baseline model. The baseline model consistently pre-
dicted the first anomaly considerably ahead of time. Detecting
anomalies too early could imply a risk of them being actual
false positives. We hypothesize this is caused by the domain
shift and the baseline models mistaking different operational
conditions as anomalies.

The results showed the advantage of using transfer learn-
ing due to two key benefits: allowing the reuse of previously
collected data and modifying the model to perform under new
conditions. It was demonstrated that using only the target do-
main data was insufficient for detecting anomalies, and using
only the source domain data yielded models that were too sen-
sible to the operating condition changes. These findings sup-
port the adoption of transfer learning techniques for bearing
condition monitoring, enabling earlier detection of anomalies
and allowing the reuse of previously collected data.
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